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ABSTRACT 
This Paper is concerned with the polynomial zero location Problem with re- 
spect to the unit circle (1~1 = 1) f or complex parareciprocal polynomials, i.e. 
polynomials of the form p(z) = Cy=, pi zi = c cy=, j7,_i zi where e is a unit 
modulus complex number. It is shown, in particular, that the Problem tan be 
solved by repeatedly applying the Standard Schur-Cohn algorithm to a degree 
decreasing sequence of polynomials, which are recursively defined from the given 
polynomial p(z). The resulting algorithm yields, as a side result, a well-defined 
factorization of p(z). Furthermore, two new algorithms based on this factoriza- 
tion property are proposed, which involve linear arithmetic operations only: a 
trigonometric polynomial nonnegativity test and a characterization of positive 
(real) functions. These results extend to the unit disk (jzl < 1) similar results 
originally obtained in the right half plane within the context of the generalized 
Routh-Hurwitz algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a companion Paper [l], we have shown that the Routh-Hurwitz algo- 
rithm tan be generalized in a simple manner to count, in full generality, 
the Zeros of any complex polynomial that are located respectively to the 
right of, on, and to the left of the imaginary axis of the complex plane. 
In particular, this generalized algorithm exhibits the interesting property 
*This paper presents research results of the Belgian Programme on Interuniversity 
Poles of Attraction, initiated by the Belgian State, Prime Minister’s Office for Science, 
Technology and Culture. The scientific responsibility rests with its author. 
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of providing a factorization of the given polynomial: the resulting factors 
contain all the paraconjugate Zeros1 (if any) of a fixed multiplicity of the 
polynomial, and the distribution of their Zeros tan be determined from 
the outset. Furthermore, and as a direct application of this result, two 
presumably original algorithms, involving linear algebraic operations only, 
were proposed to check whether a given polynomial is nonnegative on the 
whole of the imaginary (or real) axis and whether a given rational complex 
function is positive. 
The aim of the present short contribution is to show that the same idea 
tan be applied, mutatis mutund& to locate the Zeros of any complex poly- 
nomial a,(z) of degree n with respect to the unit circle (]z] = 1). The classi- 
cal Schur-Cohn algorithm [2-61 and the recent, numerically more parsimo- 
nious Bistritz algorithm [7, 81 are two well-known procedures to determine, 
in principle, the number N(a,) of Zeros of a polynomial a,(z) in the unit 
disk (]z] < 1). More precisely, these two algorithms yield the required result 
provided that a,(z) and its conjugate mirror image an(z) := Pü,(l/Z) are 
coprime polynomials.2 When a,(z) and Zn(z) have a nonconstant g.c.d., 
say p(z), the algorithms above prematurely terminate and merely deter- 
mine the number N(a,/p) of Zeros of the polynomial ratio a,(z)/p(z) in 
].Z] < 1. 
To avoid duplication of Standard material, we will assume in the rest of 
this Paper that a well-defined algorithm, e.g. an appropriate Version of the 
Schur-Cohn algorithm, is available to determine in all cases the g.c.d. p(z) 
of a,(z) and Zn(z) as well as the number N(a,/p). Therefore, we will only 
be concerned with the Problem of locating the Zeros of p(z) with respect 
to the unit circle (]z] = 1). It is clear that the Zeros of such polynomials 
p(z) are all parareciprocal in the sense that p(zc) = 0 implies p(l/Zc) = 0, 
so that the Zeros zi of p(z) either are located on the unit circle (]zi] = 1) 
or show up in parareciprocal pairs (zi, l/Z,) with ]zi] # 1. Equivalently, 
this class of polynomials p(z) is characterized by the property p(z) = CF(Z), 
where E is a complex number of unit modulus. 
As in [l], the main mathematical ingredient of our approach is the theory 
of the index 1(f) of rational pseudolossless functions f(z) in the z plane. 
The reader is referred to [ll] and the references therein for details con- 
cerning the general index theory of pseudopositive (pseudo-Caratheodory) 
functions, of which the rational pseudolossless functions [9] constitute an 
elementary subclass, and concerning the relationship of the subject with 
‘A zero p = po of a polynomial P(p) is said to be paraconjugate if one has P(p0) = 0 
and P( -po) = 0 simultaneously. 
2Let us recall that even under this assumption, both the Schur-Cohn and Bistritz 
algorithms tan exhibit one or several purely formal singularities, which tan be taken 
care of in various simple manners (see e.g. [9] and [lO]). 
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the polynomial zero location Problem. We will Show that a sequence of 
well-defined rational pseudolossless functions tan be associated recursively 
with the given polynomial p(z) and that the Problem of locating the Zeros 
of p(z) with respect to the unit circle 1~1 = 1 tan be solved by adding 
up the index contributions of these successive rational pseudolossless func- 
tions, which tan each be evaluated by the Schur-Cohn algorithm. Morever, 
as in [l], the proposed procedure yields, as a free bonus, a factorization 
of p(z) into elementary factors regrouping all its Zeros of a fixed multi- 
plicity, whose localization with respect to the unit circle is known at no 
extra numerical tost. In the present case also, this property tan be applied 
in a straightforward manner to derive a simple algorithm, involving linear 
algebraic operations only, to check whether a trigonometric polynomial is 
nonnegative on the unit circle. This algorithm tan in turn be applied to 
determine whether a given rational function is (pseudo)positive and if so, 
to evaluate its index; in particular, it appears that there exists an algorithm 
of linear type to characterize the set of rational positive (real) functions. 
2. PARARECIPROCAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let dz) = CZ, Pi zi = $(z), with E a constant of unit modulus, be an 
arbitrary complex parareciprocal polynomial of degree n. Since p(zi) = 0 
implies p(l/Zi) = 0 and conversely, the general form of such a polynomial 
is 
p(z) = GI fi,, - eynl g1 [(z - z_)(z - $)jnTn (1) 
l=l 
with j = fl, n = Ei:, nl + 2 x$, n,, CZ~ real, Iz,I # 1, and Cs an 
appropriate complex constant. 
To approach the Problem of locating the Zeros of p(z) with respect to 
the unit circle (1~1 = l), let us introduce the rational function j(z) defined 
by 
f(z) = 7% - 9, (2) 
where p’(z) Stands for the derivative of p(z) with respect to z. With the 
help of (l), f(z) tan then be rewritten as 
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It turns out that f(z), defined by (2), is a rational pseudolossless function 
[9] in the sense that it satifies the equality f(z) + f( l/Z) = 0. 
To progress further, let us first recall some elements of the index theory 
relative to rational pseudolossless functions. The index I(f) of a rational 
pseudolossless function f(z) = +)/u(z), where o(z) and b(z) are assumed 
to be coprime polynomials, is a well-defined integer [9] that determines in 
some appropriate robust way the “amount of singularity” of f(z) in the unit 
disk (Iz] < 1). In fact, one has, by definition, 1(j) = N(u + b), so that the 
index I(f) appears to count the Zeros of the polynomial u(z) + b(z) in the 
unit disk (]z] < 1). Moreover, if f( ) z is expressed as a sum f(z) = Ei fi(z) 
of elementary rational pseudolossless functions fi(z), pairwise devoid of 
common poles, one tan prove the important additivity property 1(f) = 
Ci I(fi). 
Let us apply these results to the rational pseudolossless function (2). 
Clearly, its additive decomposition (3) is made of pseudolossless functions, 
pairwise devoid of common poles. Therefore, one has the relation 
W) = &fd + 5 I(.fm) 
1=1 m=l 
(4) 
with fl(z) = n~b~(z)/a~(z), fm(z) = n,b,(z)/u,(z) and hl(z) = ejal + Z, 
Q(Z) = e@l -z, b,(z) = 2(z, -2,~~)~ a,(z) = z, - (1+ ]z,]~)z +Zmz2. 
As the equalities 1(ji) = N(nlbl +CQ) = 0 and I(fm) = N(n,b, +u,) = 1 
are easily verified by direct calculation, one deduces the relation 
I(f) = m’. (5) 
In other words, the index I(f) of th e rational pseudolossless function (2) 
counts the distinct Zeros of the given polynomial p(z) in the unit disk. 
To compute I(f), let us first observe that the g.c.d. of np(z) - 2zp’(z) 
and p(z), respectively the numerator and the denominator polynomials of 
(2), is identical to the g.c.d. of p( ) z and p’(z). Consequently, this g.c.d., 
say pl(z), is a parareciprocal polynomial of the same form as (1) except 
that the multiplicities nl, n, have all to be decreased by 1. As a result, we 
have, by the index definition, 
w = N(qlm) (6) 
with q(z) = (n + l)p(z) - Zzp’(z), i.e. 
n 
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It turns out that the algorithm above tan be refined to produce, at 
almost no extra computational tost, a well-defined factorization of p(z). As 
this factorization is obtained by a mere duplication of an argument used 
in the context of the generalized Routh-Hurwitz algorithm (See [l, Section 
4.2]), let us state the result without proof. The polynomials 
nk(z) = Pk-l(Z)Pkfl(Z) 
Pi (z) 
for k = 1,2,. . , s - 1 and Ps-l(Z) X,(Z) = - 
Ps(Z) 
(12) 
tan be shown to be parareciprocal and pairwise coprime, to have simple 
Zeros, and to regroup the Zeros of p(z) of multiplicity k, so that p(z) tan 
be factorized into the product 
p(z) = C?rl(Z)7&Z) . . .7r,s(z), (13) 
where C is some complex constant. F’urthermore, the zero localization of 
the Q(Z) is known from the outset, since one has the relations 
N(Wc) = N(qk-llPk) - N(qklPk+l) fork=1,2 ,..., s-l, 
N(n,) = N(%-l/Ps). 
(14 
Therefore, each polynomial T~(z) has exactly N(Q) pairs of simple para- 
reciprocal Zeros off the unit circle, whence deg TI, - 2N(rk) simple Zeros on 
]z]=l.L t fi 11 e us na y Point out that the relations (14) are, in fact, obvious, 
since N(qk.-i/pk) is readily verified from (9) to count, for each value of 
k, the pairs of parareciprocal Zeros of p(z) off the unit circle, which have 
multiplicity k at least. 
3. NONNEGATIVE POLYNOMIALS ON THE UNIT CIRCLE 
A Standard Problem in applied mathematics is to check whether a given 
trigonometric polynomial 
(15) 
where & = c-k, is nonnegative for all fl E [0, 27r). 
An obvious Solution to this Problem would be to calculate the value(s) of 
0 for which w(eje) reaches its minimum and to verify that this minimum is 
a nonnegative number. Also, a well-known theorem of complex analysis [12] 
states that an equivalent criterion is to check that the Hermitian Toeplitz 
matrices Tl = [Ci-j; 0 5 i,j < 1; cl = 0 for 1 > k] are nonnegative definite 
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for all positive integers 1. Such solutions arc of little interest from a practical 
viewpoint. It turns out that the Problem tan be solved in a computationally 
efficient manner with the help of the algorithm of the preceding section. 
To see this, consider the polynomial p(z) = Z’%(Z) of degree 2m, and 
observe that p(z) is parareciprocal, since p(z) = F(z). It is then clear that 
w(@) 2 0 for all 0 E [0, 271) provided that ?Q(zc) 2 0 for an arbitrary 
value of za of unit modulus and that p(z) has no zero of odd multiplicity 
on the unit circle (]z] = 1). Consequently, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.1 (Trigonometrie polynomial nonnegativity test). Let 
w(ej’) be a trigonometric polynomial of the form (15), and let p(z) = 
zmw(z) be its associated parareciprocal polynomial. Then w(eje) satisfies 
the condition w(ej’) = ?i?(ej’) 2 0 for 0 5 0 < 27r 2f and only if p(l) 2 0 
and the zer-0 location algorithm for parareciprocal polynomials yields num- 
bers N(qk_l/pk) satisfying the constraints 
deg (7%) = 2N(&-l/Pk) - 2N(qk/Pk+l) fork=1,2 ,..., s-l, 
deg (.rr,) = 2N(q,-dP,) if s is odd. 
(16) 
Let us Point out that the numerical procedure above involves linear 
arithmetic operations only. 
This trigonometric polynomial nonnegativity test tan in turn be used 
to bring about a Solution of the linear type to the more general Problem 
of determining whether a given rational function is pseudopositive and, if 
so, to compute its index. Let us first recall that a rational function g(z) = 
b(z)/a(z), with a(z) and b( ) z CO p rime polynomials, is termed pseudoposi- 
tive [9] if it satisfies the constraint Reg(eje) > 0 for 0 2 19 < 2 rr; if this is the 
case, its index I(g) is equal, by definition, to the number N(a + b). In par- 
ticular, a rational pseudopositive function g(z) of zero index tan be shown 
to be positive in the usual sense [12], i.e., g(z) is analytic and Reg(z) > 0 
in ]z] < 1. As Reg(ej’) = [a(eje)b(eje) +a(eje)b(eje)]/21u(eje)lz, we have 
the following characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2 [Rational positive (real) function characterization]. Let 
g(z) = b(z)la(z), with a(z) and b(z) coprime (real) polynomials. Then 
g(z) is a rational positive (real) f unction if and only if the trigonometric 
polynomial w(ej’) = u(eje)b(eje) + i3(eje)b(eje) is nonnegative on the unit 
circle and has index I(g) = N(a + b) = 0. 
As both calculations implied by this characterization theorem tan be car- 
ried out with the help of the Schur-Cohn algorithm supplemented by the 
parareciprocal polynomial zero location procedure of the preceding sec- 
tion, it turns out that the characterization of positive (real) functions is 
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a Problem whose numerical Solution requires linear arithmetic operations 
only; in particular, and contrary to what is often thought, there is no need 
to calculate the possible poles of g(z) on the unit circle and to check the 
value of its residues at these poles. 
Let us illustrate all this with a nontrivial example. For the sake of 
comparison, we consider the same Problem as in [l] (see Section 5.5), 
translated into the unit circle setting via the variable transformation p = 
(1 + z)/(l - z). We let 
a(z) = (9z2 - 22z + 17)(z2 + l), 
b(z) = (322 - 2z + ll)(z2 + 1) - h(9z2 - 222 + 17)(z2 - l), 
and investigate the question of the constraint to be imposed on the real 
Parameter h so that g(z) = b(z)/a(z) will be a positive function. Let us first 
discuss the pseudopositivity issue. According to the trigonometric polyno- 
mial nonnegativity test, we set p(z) = z4[ü(l/Z)b(z) + a(z)b(i/~)], which 
becomes in the present case 
p(z) = 60 - 140~ + 296z2 - 420~~ + 472~~ - 420~~ 
+ 296z6 - 1407 + 60~‘. 
We examine the Zero distribution of p(z) with respect to the unit circle 
(]zI = 1) by applying the Schur-Cohn algorithm to the polynomial q(z), 
derived from p(z) via (7); here, 
q(z) = 540 - 98Oz + 1480~~ - 1260~~ + 472~~ + 420~~ 
- 888~~ + 700~~ - 420~~. 
After tedious but elementary algebraic manipulations, the outcome of the 
Schur-Cohn algorithm is found to be 
N(dPl) = 2 and Pi(Z) = z2 + 1. 
Applying once more the Schur-Cohn algorithm to the polynomial ql(z) = 
3 - z2 deduced from pl(z) via (lO), one obtains 
N(dP2) = 0 and P2(Z) = 1. 
The factors 7rr (z) and 7r2 (z) tan then be computed from (12) : 
x1 (z) = 60 - 140~ + 176~~ - 140~~ + 60z4, 
7rz(z) = 1 + z2. 
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The constraint (16), i.e. degrl = 2N(q/pi) - 2N(ql/pz), appears to be 
satisfied irrespective of the Parameter value h; this is, in fact, not surprising, 
since g(z) is seen to be expressible as 
g(z) = 
322 - 2z + 11 
9z2 - 22z + 17 
+h j-z 
( 2 j+z 
+j+z -- 
> J-Z ’ 
so that h does not contribute to Reg(eJ’). Consequently, g(z) is a well- 
defined pseudopositive function in all cases. Finally, a straightforward ap- 
plication of the Schur-Cohn algorithm (the details are omitted) reveals that 
I(g) = N(a+b) = 0 if and only if h > 0: this is the condition to be imposed 
on the Parameter h so that the rational function g(z) will be positive real; 
for h < 0, g(z) is found to be a pseudopositive real function with index 
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